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Importance of Online
Banking:
Businesses and Governments rely on efficient and rapid
access to banking information for cash flow reviews,
auditing and daily financial transaction processing. Online
banking offers ease of access, secure transactions and
24-hour banking options.
Online banking helps to eliminate trips to the bank and
allows the user to make financial decisions with updated
information.
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Origins of Online Banking
 The advent of the Internet and the popularity of
personal computers presented both an opportunity and
a challenge for the banking industry.

 For years, financial institutions have used powerful
computer networks to automate millions of daily
transactions; today, often the only paper record is the
customer's receipt at the point of sale. Now that its
customers are connected to the Internet via personal
computers, banks envision similar economic
advantages by adapting those same internal electronic
processes to home use.
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Origins of Online Banking
 Banks view online banking as a powerful "value added"
tool to attract and retain new customers while helping
to eliminate costly paper handling and teller
interactions in an increasingly competitive banking
environment
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What Can It Do For Me?
 Activity Review – Accounting staff and other approved
employees can access routine banking activity such as
deposits, cleared checks and ACH or wired funds
quickly through an online banking interface. This ease
of review helps ensure the smooth processing of all
banking transactions on a daily basis, rather than
waiting for monthly statements. Errors or delays can be
noted and resolved quicker, potentially before any
impact is felt.
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What Can It Do For Me?
 Productivity – Online banking leads to productivity
gains. Automating routine bill payments, minimizing the
need to physically visit the bank and the ability to work
as needed rather than on banking hours may decrease
the time involved in performing routine banking
activities. Additionally, online search tools, banking
actions and other programs can allow staff members to
research transactions and resolve banking problems on
their own, without interacting with bank employees.
Some month-end reconciliations can be automated.
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What Can It Do For Me?
 Lower Banking Costs – Banking relationships and
costs are often based on resource requirements. There
are more demands on employees to work and assist
with wire transfers, deposits, research requests and
other banking activities often incur higher banking fees.
Opting for Online banking minimizes business
overhead and banking expenses.
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What Can It Do For Me?
 Reduced Errors– Utilizing online banking reduces
banking errors. Automation of payments, wires, ACH or
other consistent financial activities ensures payments
are made on time and may prevent errors caused by
keyboard slips or user error. Additionally, opting for
electronic banking eliminates errors due to poor
handwriting or mistaken information. In many cases,
electronic files and daily reviews of banking data can
be used to double or triple check vital accounting data,
which increases the accuracy of financial statements.
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What Can It Do For Me?
 Reduced Fraud– Increased scrutiny of corporate
finances through audits and anti-fraud measures
requires a high level of visibility for all financial
transactions. Relying on online banking provides an
electronic footprint for all accounting personnel who
modify banking activities. Online banking offers visibility
into banking activities, which makes it harder for underthe-table or fraudulent activities to occur.
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Advantages
 Generally secure, but make sure that website you’re
using has a valid security certificate.

 Twenty-four-hour access.
 You can access your account from virtually anywhere.
 Conducting business online is generally faster.
 Many features and services are typically available
online. (Loans, investments, interest rates, etc.)
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Disadvantages
 Not always secure. Identity theft is always a danger.
 Some online banks are more stable than others
(cyberspace sites without branch backup).

 Some customer service can be below standard.
 Not all online transactions are immediate. Keep track of
all online transactions in case of errors.
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What’s Next?
 “Brick-to-Click” banks.
 “Virtual” Banks.
 High End Television Systems.
 “Super ATM’s”.
 Mobile banking .
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